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Membership - Definitions 

 
Classes of membership 

1. initial engagement  non-voting members 

Be on our mailing list. Come to meetings 

Includes – people registering as watch co-ordinators or members of watch on Ourwatch or OWL. 

At that stage, Ourwatch do not verify the legality of your details, not your identity or legal status nor 
your address. 

On Ourwatch you may register a Neighbourhood Watch Group and have a visible group with marked 
area and you may also invite others to join your group. 

Initially your Ourwatch registration is self-declared  

The Membership administrator, who is a civilian may approve your registration on the unverified details 
you have provided and you may be allocated a registration number but this still does not count as fully 
registered. We allocate the registration number on good faith as we do not think that a lot of people 
would make an insurance claim with false credentials.  

OWL is a mailing list and mere registration is not accepted as full Neighbourhood Watch membership by 
the Association. 

Any other platform use is your choice and still requires formal verification with us.  

Completing a paper registration form it is not accepted as fully registered. 

2. Fully registered voting member 

You need to do the following for full membership with a right to vote at Association meetings. 

You need to show that you are actively working to establish a Neighbourhood Watch group in your 
Neighbourhood or where you work, regularly spend time for the foreseeable future. 

 Either get your SNT officers to email us accepting your details as verified 
 Or send us a copy of your passport and a recent letter with your address on to verify your 

Identity. But we will still need to seek confirmation from your local SNT that you are known to 
them before we can accept full membership.  

 Alternatively you may also complete the ‘fit and proper person’ form and submit.  

3. Officer of the Association 

Once you have passed stage 2 and become a registered member with ability to vote, you can get 
involved in the running of the Association. 

There are opportunities available to become 

 Trustee, chief executive, officer such as chair, vice-chair, treasurer, secretary, signatory on bank 
account, committee member 

People who want to become Trustees, HMRC approved officers or bank signatories will need to satisfy 
the verification processes of the institutions involved.  


